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2. Research Activities
Electronic structure calculations are now indispensable not only for theoretical chemists, but also for experimental chemists to understand chemical phenomenon. Density functional theory (DFT) is a major tool to tackle chemical phenomenon theoretically. DFT efficiently calculate electronic structure with high accuracy, and its algorithm is suitable for parallel computing. DFT now plays an important role in applications of molecular science running on the K Computer. However, conventional DFT could not describe important properties such as van der Waals interaction and optical property, such as non-linear optics and charge-transfer excitation, which are essential for accurate calculations for large scaled molecular systems.

We have developed long-range corrected density functional theory (LC-DFT), which overcomes the drawbacks of conventional DFT mentioned above. Recently, we found that LC-DFT obtains accurate energies of highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). The development of LC-DFT had a large impact in theoretical chemistry and the number of research based on LC-DFT is growing intensively. However, LC-DFT has yet difficulty in describing photochemical reactions. Photochemical process includes avoided crossing among electronic states, spin-forbidden transitions, and state transitions between high and low spins. These properties cannot be calculated accurately by LC-DFT so far.

The objective of our project is to establish LC-DFT to be a standard electronic structure theory by expanding its capability. We feature new developments of photo- and electro-chemical reaction theories and its high-speed computational algorithms for next-generation supercomputer “K”, and the elucidations of significant reaction mechanisms and the designs of new functional materials in photo and electrochemistry. We also aim to increase reliability of electronic structure calculation by improving the accuracy of LC-DFT.
3. Research Results and Achievements

3.1. Singularity-free hybrid functional with a Gaussian attenuating exact-exchange (Gau-PBE) in a plane-wave basis

Integrable singularity in the exact exchange calculations for hybrid density functionals, is an old and well-known problem in plane-wave basis widely used for electronic structure calculation of solid-state systems. We need to overcome this problem for accurate calculation of materials, because DFT using plane-wave basis is one of the major tools to tackle them. Recently, we developed a hybrid functional named Gau-PBE, which uses a Gaussian function as a modified Coulomb potential for the exact exchange in Gaussian-type-orbital software mainly used for electronic structure calculation of isolated molecules. We have further developed methods and efficient program for electronic structure calculation of solid-state systems. Our new method is implemented in a plane-wave-based software, Quantum ESPRESSO, widely used for electronic structure calculation of materials. We found the modified Coulomb potential of Gaussian function enables the exact exchange calculation in plane-wave basis to be singularity-free and, as a result, the Gau-PBE functional shows faster energy convergence on k and q grids for the

Figure 1. Calculated bandgap vs observed gap (Taken from J.-W. Song, G. Giorgi, K.Yamashita, K. Hirao, J. Chem. Phys., 138, 241101 (2013)).
exact exchange calculations. Also, a tight comparison (same k and q meshes) between Gau-PBE, and two other well-known hybrid functionals, i.e. PBE0 and HSE06, indicates our new implemented functional as the least computational time consuming method (Figure 1). The Gau-PBE functional employed in conjunction with a plane wave basis provides bandgaps, an important property for material development, with higher accuracy than the PBE0 and HSE06 in agreement with bandgaps accurately calculated using Gaussian-type-orbitals. We found our new method promising for calculation of solid-state systems.

3.2. Long-range corrected density functionals combined with local response dispersion

Density functional theory, in general, underestimates the weak van der Waals type of intermolecular interactions. This is crucial in electronic structure calculation for large-sized molecular systems, which include the above weak interaction. We optimized parameters of the local response dispersion (LRD) method applied to the long-range corrected exchange-correlation functionals (LC-BOP12+LRD and LCgau-BOP+LRD) on the interaction energy for the complexes in the recently compiled S66 database. The new parameter optimization leads to highly accurate calculation for large systems. We found that calculation using our new parameter is comparable with the computationally demanding high-level wavefunction-based methods reported in Řezáč et al. (J. Chem. Theory Comput. 2011, 7, 2427).

Our calculations with the S66 intermolecular complexes at equilibrium geometries suggest that LC-BOP12+LRD and LCgau-BOP+LRD are well-balanced and lower cost alternatives to the methods reported in the database. Further, critical test using the S66X8 database (with eight nonequilibrium points) and the HBC6 and NBC10 database shows LC+LRD method with newly optimized parameters is a promising candidate for dealing large molecular systems with such weak interactions.

3.3. Analysis of difference between intra- and inter-molecular charge transfer excitations in long-chained polyene

Charge transfer excitation plays an important role in various photochemical processes. It is still a challenge to describe charge transfer excitation for large-scaled molecular systems. For critical analysis of the performance of electronic structure calculation on charge transfer excitation, we performed intra- and inter-molecular charge transfer (CT) excitation calculations of H₃N−(CH=CH)n−NO₂ (a) and its equidistant [H₃N−H−...H−NO₂] complex (b) using EOM-CCSD (n=1–9), time-dependent (TD) LC-DFT (n=1–10). It was shown that LC-BOP and LCgau-BOP outperform all the tested DFT functionals on inter- and intra-CT excitation energy and oscillator strength, regardless of CT interaction distance (R). Decomposition of TD-DFT optical excitation energies of (a) and (b) into HOMO–LUMO gap and excitonic binding energy disclosed that HOMO–LUMO gap reduction resulting from delocalization of HOMO and LUMO through
bridged polyene conjugation is mainly responsible for the decreasing of intra-molecular CT excitation energy with polyene chain length, while inter-molecular CT increases linearly with \(-1/R\), which is wholly due to the decrease in excitonic energy between HOMO and LUMO (Figure 2). The analysis provided wide understanding of charge transfer excitation and clues for further improvement of charge transfer excitation calculation. We found that success of exchange correlation functional on long-distanced intra-molecular CT calculations depends on correct descriptions of (1) Koopmans’ energy of donor and acceptor and (2) excitonic energy between donor and acceptor, and (3) correct far-nucleus asymptotic behavior, \(-1/R\). We found that LC scheme can satisfy (3), but needs an appropriate choice of long-range parameter able to satisfy (1) and (2). On the other hand, the pure, conventional hybrid, and screened hybrid functionals show near-zero intra- and inter-molecular excitonic energy regardless of R, which means optical band gap coincide with HOMO–LUMO gap. Therefore, we conclude that 100 % long-range Hartree–Fock exchange inclusion is indispensable for correct descriptions of intra-molecular CT excitations as well as inter-molecular CT. Our results indicate that bandgap calculation using conventional hybrids and screened hybrid functionals need reconsideration.

3.4. Path integral molecular dynamics simulation of hydrogen maleate anion based on range separated density functional theory

Ab initio path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) simulation based on range separated DFT was performed to understand the nuclear quantum effect on the out-of-plane ring deformation of hydrogen maleate anion (Figure 3) and investigate the existence of a stable structure with ring deformation, which was suggested in experimental observation (Fillaux et al., Chem. Phys. 1999, 120, Figure 2. LUMO of H₂N–(CH=CH)₁₀–NO₂ obtained by LC-BOP (Taken from J.-W. Song, K. Hirao, Theor. Chem. Acc. 133, 1438(1-9) (2014)).

Figure 3. Hydrogen malonate anion and its ring-deformed structure.
The isotope effect and the temperature effect are studied as well. In our preliminary static calculation, we found that range separated DFT outperforms MP2 and conventional hybrid DFT. Thus, range separated DFT was used for our PIMD simulation. We first investigated the nuclear quantum effect on the proton transfer. In static calculation and classical ab initio molecular dynamics simulations, the proton in the hydrogen bond is localized to either oxygen atom. On the other hand, the proton is located at the center of two oxygen atoms in quantum ab initio PIMD simulations. The nuclear quantum effect washes out the barrier of proton transfer. We next examined the nuclear quantum effect on the motion of hydrogen maleate anion. Principal component analysis revealed that the out-of-plane ring bending modes have dominant contribution to the entire molecular motion. In quantum ab initio PIMD simulations, structures with ring deformation were the global minimum for the deuterated isotope at 300 K. We analyzed the out-of-plane ring-bending mode further and found that there are three minima along a ring distortion mode. We successfully found a stable structure with ring deformation of hydrogen maleate for the first time, to our knowledge, using theoretical calculation. The structures with ring deformation found in quantum simulation of the deuterated isotope allowed the proton transfer to occur more frequently than the planar structure. Static ab initio electronic structure calculation found that the structures with ring deformation have very small proton transfer barrier compared to the planar structure. We suggest that the “proton transfer driven” mechanism is the origin of stabilization for the structure with out-of-plane ring deformation.

4. Schedule and Research Plans
In the next fiscal year, we will continue our effort to expand the capabilities of LC-DFT. We will develop the order-N calculation algorithm of LC-DFT to calculate large molecular systems quantitatively with much less computational time. We will then apply this algorithm to excited state calculations on time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT). We will also develop open-shell spin-orbit TDDFT to calculate molecular systems including metal atoms. Furthermore, we will develop a new method to calculate the nonadiabatic coupling among different electronic states, and carry out nonadiabatic coupling calculations based on TDDFT to reproduce photochemical reactions comprehensively. We are also planning to apply Gau-PBE and Gau-PBEh methods to solid-state calculations of real systems. We also aim to extend our TD-DFT based on LC-DFT to solid-state calculations as well.
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